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Abstract
In Egypt, the relocation of residents of informal areas of housing into “proper” living environments is presented as a major
political achievement offering citizens a much‐improved quality of life. Therefore, it is not surprising that, following the
Arab Uprisings, the current regime is widely publicizing relocation projects as success stories on TV and social media. As a
way of garnering legitimization and securing stability, this official representation is reshaping the residents’ urban life and
evoking narratives of slum dwellers’ transformation into respected citizens. Tackling a new area of interdisciplinary research
between urban studies and media and communication studies, this article investigates the portrayal in mainstream media
channels and social media platforms of two relocation projects (Al‐Asmarat in Cairo and Al‐Max in Alexandria), contrasting
them with the residents’ perceptions of their new homes and their efforts to produce counter‐imagery. The authors argue
that both the state‐dominated representation of the Al‐Asmarat resettlement as an ideal solution to the crisis of informal
settlements, as well as the more bottom‐up construction of the Al‐Max community as a picturesque fishing community,
do not reflect the material experience of the inhabitants—despite it being presented as such in nationwide reporting.
The effective centering of the public debate around the mediatized images has thus deflected criticism and enabled urban
development projects to be positioned to legitimize the current rule despite the shortcomings of their implementation.
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1. Introduction
Egypt has a long‐standing tradition of instrumentalizing
urban development and housing projects to garner polit‐
ical support and demonstrate the government’s capacity
to improve the citizen’s livelihoods—which in turn legit‐
imizes the regime. Prominent examples are Downtown
Cairo, a prestige project by Khedive Ismail (Abu‐Lughod,
2018; Sims & Abu‐Lughod, 2010) and the various gen‐
erations of new towns such as 10th of Ramadan and
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6th of October under Sadat, New Cairo, Sherouk, and
Badr under Mubarak, the New Administrative Capital
and the fourth generation of new towns under El‐Sisi’s
administration (Elmouelhi, 2019; Sims & Abu‐Lughod,
2010). While these examples mainly target the middle
classes and have been propagated as such, they are
linked to the question of informal settlements, the right
to decent housing, and social justice, which have been
key issues of the 2011 uprisings. Slum clearance has been
widely discussed in Egyptian media, often with a strong
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bias against informal areas and the patronizing figure of
the “slum‐dweller.” In 2018, President El‐Sisi declared to
free Egypt from “ashwa’eyat” by the end of the follow‐
ing year (Karima, 2018). The term ashwa’eyat, meaning
haphazard or spontaneous, is widely used in Egypt and
Arab countries for informal settlements. El‐Sisi launched
an ambitious program of eliminating unsafe areas and
relocating their inhabitants to new housing complexes.
Resettlement and upgrading decisions of ashwa’eyat are
based on the Informal Settlements Development Fund
(ISDF) classification of informal settlements into “unsafe”
and “unplanned areas.” Unsafe areas are again subdi‐
vided into two grades: grade one being “life‐threatening”
areas from which inhabitants must be relocated, and
“grade two” areas which allow for either relocation or
in‐situ resettlement (Abdel‐Moneim et al., 2021; Khalifa,
2011, 2015).
In the context of the relocation, different media for‐
mats are essential to the communication between the
regime and the Egyptian people. Egyptian media can
be categorized into the official state‐owned channels
(e.g., Al Ahram newspaper, official Egyptian TV chan‐
nels) and privately‐owned news channels, which are
often under considerable government influence (e.g.,
Alyoum Alsabea newspaper and CBC and DMC TV chan‐
nels). Since the Arab Uprisings, the successive Egyptian
regimes have taken steps to limit freedom of expres‐
sion and control the narrative in Egyptian media cov‐
erage (Abdulla, 2014). The “Media Ownership Monitor
2018/19” assesses the media landscape to have a
“medium to high risk of (political) control over media out‐
lets and distribution networks” and “high political con‐
trol on media funding,” among other factors (Reporters
Without Borders, 2019).
After the 2011 uprising, alternative media with its
decentralized content creation and ability to evade gov‐
ernment control had offered a new window of oppor‐
tunity to express opinions, at least for a period of
time. However, the view of the Arab Uprisings as a
“Facebook Revolution” is a simplified interpretation of
the events and interactions between media and poli‐
tics (Badr, 2019b; Richter & Badr, 2017). Before 2011
and until 2013, newly established private media drew on
blogs and social media platforms to publish on marginal‐
ized issues, helping diverse social groups to raise con‐
cerns that otherwise would not have had a public plat‐
form. Starting in 2013, however, there has been a
crackdown on the internet and all alternative spaces of
expression, leading to increased political leverage on the
media landscape in Egypt (Abdulla, 2014; Badr, 2019a;
Iskander, 2011; Richter & Badr, 2017).
1.1. Research Problem
The mediatization of urban planning projects and real
estate projects in Egypt has so far received little aca‐
demic attention. Hendawy and Stollmann (2020) declare
a “visual culture of Egypt’s urbanization” but cover only
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a small segment of projects relevant to the affluent mid‐
dle and upper classes. Wahba (2020) explored the medi‐
atization of the Maspero triangle and how this urban
development project was presented in the current socio‐
political context. A systematic analysis of government‐
led mediatization for the urban development of informal
settlements—especially with regards to the imageries
and identities envisioned and enshrined in both official
and non‐mainstream media after the Arab Uprisings—
is still missing. This article investigates the official narra‐
tive vs. the residents’ perceptions through two case stud‐
ies. Aiming at bridging the two disciplines of urban stud‐
ies and media and communication studies, we explore
how media plays a role in forming residents’ percep‐
tion and their habitats, weaving narratives that are simul‐
taneously in‐ and excluding the residents themselves
and show how political communication regarding those
projects carries lasting embedded messages of stigmati‐
zation for the residents even after relocation.
1.2. Methodology
The interlinkages between urban projects, politics, and
media are often overlooked in the literature on the new
Arab urbanism after the Arab Uprisings. This article uses
an exploratory approach, aiming to give an insight into
the narratives of official media on relocation projects
and to contextualize them within the broader hybrid
media context and the power struggles in Egypt after
the Arab Uprising, especially in recent years (2018–2021).
Agreeing with other studies on authoritarian regimes
and media (Badr & Demmelhuber, 2014), the authors
build on the hypothesis that professional and social
media channels are utilized by different actors to pro‐
duce identities and narratives centered around reloca‐
tion (Richter & Badr, 2017).
Relocation projects are discussed via two case stud‐
ies in Cairo and Alexandria using qualitative analysis
of different media (Table 1), participatory observation,
semi‐structured interviews, and the replication of state‐
ments made through Facebook (Table 2). Al‐Asmarat
in Cairo is the largest Egyptian relocation project with
about 18,300 families as beneficiaries and resembles a
gated community for the lower classes. The Alexandrian
case study of Al‐Max portrays the relocation of a fish‐
ing community into apartment buildings, resulting in a
widespread backlash in alternative and social media for
ignoring the fact that direct access to the sea is a basic
need to sustain the people’s livelihoods.
The discursive recount of media material produced
through governmental news channels and private media
outlets is contextualized with a qualitative analysis of
the residents’ perception of their original habitat and
their new destination. For Al‐Asmarat, non‐probability
sampling was used to select the interviewees to repre‐
sent the main three places of origin and the proportion
of their numbers. Furthermore, they had to be older
than 16, have spent two years in the new destination,
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Table 1. Overview of analyzed media.

Professional
media

Social media

Used media

Date
released

Media type

Date
retrieved

Holm Gedeed
[New Dream]

30 May
2016

Youtube
documentary

July 2021

Analysis (mediatization and the
perception of relocation projects
“Al‐Asmarat”)

Man Ahyaha [Who
Brings it to Life]

12
February
2021

Youtube
documentary
(DMC channel)

July 2021

Analysis (stigmatization of informal
settlements, mediatization and the
perception of relocation projects
Al‐Asmarat)

Bolteya El‐Ayma
[Swimming Bolteya]

2008

Movie

July 2021

Analysis (stigmatization of informal
settlements, mediatization and the
perception of relocation projects
“El‐Max”)

Elyoum

2016–
present

Online
newspaper

June 2019

Analysis (mediatization and the
perception of relocation projects
Al‐Asmarat)

Alsharq Alawsat

2007

Newspaper

May 2020

Analysis (mediatization and the
perception of informal settlements
El‐Max)

Tadamun

2017

Website

August 2021

Analysis (stigmatization of informal
settlements/mediatization and the
perception of relocation projects)

Al‐Asmarat
tatahadth
[Al‐Asmarat speaks]
(Page: 56,594 likes);

August 2021

Al‐Asmarat
Mubasher [Live
from Al‐Asmarat]
(Page: 28,698 likes);

August 2021

Al‐Asmarat Today
[Al‐Asmarat
Elyoum] (Group:
27,600 members);
El‐safha El‐rasmya
le Hay Al‐Asmarat
[Al‐Asmarat
neighborhood
official page] (Page:
6,300 followers)
(From a total sum of
45 groups)

The identified media is used for

Analysis (residents’ opinions
about relocation projects,
reflections, personal
experiences)

August 2021
2016–
present

4 Facebook
groups/pages

and lived in an unsafe area for more than five years.
For Al‐Max, relocation happened in two stages: the first
in February 2018 and the second in early 2020.
The selected sample for interviews covers both stages
and the key user groups: housewives, children, shop
owners, fish vendors, and fishermen. The number of
interviews in each case was 25, which proved a suf‐
ficient sample size to produce theoretical saturation
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August 2021

Analysis formation (official
news and updates)

August 2021

during the limited timeframe of the study (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015).
Based on secondary resources and primary data col‐
lected in fieldwork between 2019 and 2020, a deductive
qualitative analysis was conducted for each case study,
using coding for the content analysis of the interviews
and the text of the comments (Saldaña, 2016). The por‐
trayal of the media material published on Facebook
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Table 2. Overview of interviews.
Al‐Asmarat

Al‐Max

Interviewed sample size

25

25

Timeframe of the interviews

2019

2020

Location

Cairo

Alexandria

Selection of the population sample

1. Permanent resident in El‐Asmarat for
a minimum of two years
2. Former permanent resident in informal
settlements for a minimum of five years
3. Age of 16 years or older

All of them have been relocated from
Al Max to the new project

related to relocation contrasts with the residents’ per‐
ception and its representation in and through social
media. Unless indicated otherwise, all translations from
Arabic to English are by the authors.
1.3. Mediatization, Social Space, and the Built
Environment
To bring together the concept of mediatization and the
materiality of a produced built environment, it is use‐
ful to turn to Henri Lefebvre’s notion of “social space.”
According to Lefebvre, “(social) space is a (social) prod‐
uct” (Lefebvre, 1992, p. 26). In other words, the mate‐
riality of space is irrelevant outside of its realization
and interpretation as a social space, but it can also not
be disconnected from it (cf. Löw et al., 2008, p. 52).
For analytical purposes, Lefebvre proposes three distinct
components that collectively construct social space as
a landscape of human interaction—spatial practice, rep‐
resentations of space, and representational (or lived)
spaces. Spatial practices subsume the space as shaped
by the dominant system of (re‐)production and the
everyday interaction with the physical environment.
Representations of space refer to concepts of space and
the imprint of power structures on our understanding
of space. Representational or lived spaces, however, are
the spaces as they present themselves to the subject,
a physical space superimposed with meaning and sym‐
bols, a sort of creative or subversive annotation of spaces
of representation (Lefebvre, 1992, pp. 33–38; Löw et al.,
2008, pp. 52–53; Schmid, 2008, pp. 28, 36–38).
Both representations of space, as well as spaces of
representation, offer a way to link media and the prac‐
tice of mediatization of political activity with the gen‐
eral production of social space and the institutionalized
practice of urban planning. At the very least, we should
expect the phenomena described by Schulz as “amal‐
gamation” and “accommodation” to be observable as
features of mediatized urbanism (Schulz, 2004, p. 89).
Amalgamation refers to media slipping into the everyday
and becoming a crucial element in the perception and
interpretation of our surroundings, as we document in
the case study of Al‐Max, where residents compose the
imaginary of their home village partly based on existing
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film projects. This can be understood as a practice of the
representational or lived space, a media imprint on the
physical environment. The process of accommodation,
on the other hand, refers to the non‐media‐based activ‐
ity being streamlined in such a way that it is more readily
compatible with or even subordinated under the logic of
communication in relevant media. This is a process we
observe in the Al‐Asmarat project with its distinct empha‐
sis on public relations.
Clearly, media has an instrumental effect on the way
representations of space are produced and communi‐
cated. This is in line with Hjarvard’s hypothesis on the
structural impact of the logic of media on the perfor‐
mance of politics. According to Hjarvard, “Mediatization
refers to… process, whereby social and cultural institu‐
tions and modes of interaction are changed as a conse‐
quence of the growth of the media’s influence” (Hjarvard,
2008, p. 114). Due to the constant interaction of indi‐
viduals and institutions with mediated content and the
role of media as a coding‐decoding, or interpretative
device, politics and politicians are forced to shape the
content of politics in accordance with what is commu‐
nicable. A discursive dependency is established, shap‐
ing the public representation of institutions and their
actions (Hjarvard, 2008, p. 107). Here Hjarvard picks
up an argument by Mazzoleni and Schulz: As social
actors and organizations accommodate themselves to
the logic of media (or rather mediated communication),
they become dependent on the media. He goes as far as
saying that “mediatized politics is politics that has lost its
autonomy” (Hjarvard, 2008, p. 107; cf. Mazzoleni, 2014;
Mazzoleni & Schulz, 1999, pp. 249–250).
Consequently, interactive social media and profes‐
sional media are integrated into the policy process and
how politics is performed. Hjarvard argues that media,
especially modern social media with its integration of a
large number of contributors and its own internal regula‐
tions, can be described as an institution of its own which
has become a “structural aspect of modernity” and, as
such, should be treated in research as a social—and thus
by extension political—object with inherent formal and
informal structures and logics of production (Hjarvard,
2008, p. 107). The concepts of representational space
and spaces of representation, as produced, conceived,
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and perceived social spaces allow us to apply this “struc‐
tural” logic of mediatization to the production of social
and hence mediatized spaces in our case studies areas
of Al‐Max and Al‐Asmarat to document the central role
of media in shaping communication in and about urban
development projects.
1.4. Informal Settlements and Mediatization Since the
2011 Uprising
Even before 2011, filmmakers had turned their cam‐
eras on Egyptian slums, introducing a biased represen‐
tation of the culture of these neighborhoods to public
discourse. In the last two decades, informal settlements,
especially in Cairo, have been framed through film pro‐
duction as characteristically dirty, inhabited by criminals
and other immoral elements of society. Repetition has
led to a stigmatized stereotype. This has been brought
up in public debates questioning whether this exported
stereotype of slum dwellers is morally acceptable and
even reflects the actual situation in these poor areas
(Elmouelhi, 2014; Mofeed & Elgendy, 2016).
However, during the 2011 uprisings and in their after‐
math, urban informality in Egypt was exacerbated, in
part due to the absence of law enforcement under the
status of political unrest. This resulted in a tremendous
increase in informal construction. Informal settlements
reached 38.6% of the total construction mass as per offi‐
cial statistics but are likely much higher (Central Agency
for Public Mobilization and Statistics, 2016). Learning
its lessons from the unrests, the Egyptian regime under
the leadership of President El‐Sisi has started to pay
attention to the poorer citizens as a mobilizing force
(Ismail, 2013). Reframing the figure of the ashwa’eyat
residents as a reflection of the poverty and shortcomings
of the previous regime, the government prioritized the
improvement of livelihoods and the transformation of
residents into proper citizens (Wahba, 2020). According
to Soliman (2021), this introduced further socially and
culturally stigmatizing representations of urban informal‐
ity and informal residents by decision‐makers and media.
Unsafe areas became a problem to be overcome, and the
solution offered was relocation to new housing projects
(Eissa et al., 2016).
Under the slogan of “Egypt Without Slums,” projects
were established in several governorates. Although
urban planning after the 2011 uprising has become more
market‐oriented, housing projects for the low‐income
classes are mostly carried out by the state as pri‐
vate sector investments in affordable housing for lower‐
income groups are considered risky for developers seek‐
ing high‐profit margins (Elmouelhi, 2019; Hendawy &
Stollmann, 2020; Shawkat, 2020; Sims & Abu‐Lughod,
2010). According to the ISDF’s statistics, in 2014, 364
areas across Egypt were identified as unsafe (Maabady,
2015). By June 2021, celebrating seven years of President
El‐Sisi, short national TV advertisements documented
the regime’s slum relocation projects: “The Egyptians
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have succeeded in developing 298 ashwa’eyat unsafe
areas in different governorates….177,5 thousand fami‐
lies have received new flats in safe and healthy areas”
(Channel One, 2021). Represented as a major pillar and
achievement among many other urbanization and con‐
struction projects, the reports carried an explicit mes‐
sage of progress and political potency.
2. Mediatization of Urban Development Policies: Two
Case Studies
Mediatization and its interaction with politics have been
widely discussed in the past decade, including influ‐
ences on the content of policies, negotiation of pol‐
icy, creation of public and institutional consensus, and
naturally the communication about politics (Esser &
Strömbäck, 2014; Lilleker, 2006; Mazzoleni, 2014, 2014;
Strömbäck, 2008). Some, like Hjarvard (2008), go as far
as ascribing institutional qualities to the media, which
as such perform collective functions and manage cen‐
tral aspects of social life via rule setting, sanctioning,
and the allocation of resources. Missing in these discus‐
sions of applied mediatization is the effect of “media‐
tized” policies on material practices and vice versa. From
the perspective of urban research—which as a disci‐
pline is concerned with the interaction of societies and
the built environment—this represents an unsatisfactory
flatting of the analysis of the relation between space
and its social representations, as it has been debated
under the term “spatial turn” (Harvey, 2016; Schroer,
2008; Soja, 1989). Implemented policies take shape in
built environments of considerable durability. The inter‐
action of residents and the wider society with these
material consequences—as our case studies will show—
introduces its own dynamics on mediatized imageries.
While both cases are not comparable in terms of scale,
they do allow for an exploratory discussion of the scope
of mediatization in the discourse of ashwa’eyat and
urban redevelopment projects in Egypt. In this strug‐
gle over attention and interpretation in the mediatized
urban development in Egypt, three elements can be
reconstructed: (a) An official representation of success‐
ful development projects through different media and
tight control of this narrative, (b) a struggle by residents
to participate in the public narrative on relocated settle‐
ments and voice their perception of their new environ‐
ments, and (c) attempts at re‐narrating qualities of place
regarding the places of origin of the relocated residents.
3. Al‐Asmarat Relocation Project
Al‐Asmarat (or “Long‐live Egypt City,” Tahia Masr) is
located in Muqattam district southeast of Cairo city.
The national housing project with a total area of 78,4 ha
is executed by the Egyptian government. Initiated under
Cairo Governor Galal El Saeed, the relocation gathered
momentum in the wake of Egypt’s Vision 2030, which
aimed for complete slum eradication by the end of
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2030 under the pillar of national urban development
goals (I. El‐Hanafi, interview, July 29, 2019; Leila, 2019).
Planned in three phases with a total budget of more
than three billion EGP, the project is considered a quan‐
tum leap in dealing with slums considering the scale and
allocated funds (I. El‐Hanafi, interview, July 29, 2019).
It is to accommodate a population of over 80,000 peo‐
ple comprised of former residents of life‐threatening
areas and unsuitable shelters, mostly in Manshiyet
Nasser, Istabl Antar, and Maspero (Cairo Governorate—
Al‐Asmarat Neighborhood Management Unit, 2019;
State Information Service, 2016). The project’s first
and second phases were officially inaugurated by the
Egyptian president on the 30th of May 2016; the third
phase, in 2020. The attendance of the Egyptian presi‐
dent and the top statesmen has created a strong impe‐
tus for Egyptian media to pay this project special atten‐
tion. For the first time in Egypt, the inauguration cer‐
emony of a social housing project was live‐streamed
and broadcast on both public and private TV chan‐
nels (Figure 1). In 2020, the Egyptian Prime Minister
Madbouly announced the intention to replicate the
model of Al‐Asmarat in each governorate after the
project’s success to fulfill its objectives (“Egypt’s Sisi
directs,” 2020).
3.1. Al‐Asmarat Coverage in Mainstream Media
There were two main streams in the media coverage
of the project. Firstly, in order to propagate the project
as the pinnacle of the Egyptian state’s achievements,
the whole spectrum of public and pro‐regime TV chan‐
nels, official journals, filmmakers, and online content cre‐

ators was mobilized to capture the positive side of the
project with great praise. Several documentaries were
produced by the Department of Morale Affairs of the
Egyptian Armed Forces and other TV channels to por‐
tray the transformation of slum dwellers’ lives after their
relocation to Al‐Asmarat. New Dream is one of the early
documentaries prepared in 2016 to portray the success
of Al‐Asmarat project (among other projects) in improv‐
ing the lives of tens of thousands of Egyptians who were
deprived of basic decent living conditions.
The project has remained in the focus of media cover‐
age. Man Ahyaha (Who brings it to life) is the most recent
documentary to portray the fruitful results of Al‐Asmarat
project four years after its construction, broadcast on var‐
ious TV channels and online platforms. Delivered with
emphatic language, it compares the residents’ life before
and after the relocation. Statements such as “The cries
that were met by deaf ears had finally found listeners
and supporters” (narrator, 00:00:16–00:00:23 hr) exem‐
plify the governmental efforts to respond to the needs of
slum dwellers. Powerful imagery is used to contrast the
project with their previous undesirable habitats:
I was afraid to marry and have a kid, how would this
child’s future look like? He might stand at the door
of the house and sell drugs, and if I reprimanded him,
he might hit me or slap me in the face. (male resident,
00:02:44–00:02:50 hr)
Values such as decency and cleanliness found in the new
environment are promoted through sentences such as,
“The new generations will grow up in decent places and
not see what we have seen or what our parents have

Figure 1. Media coverage for the inauguration of Al‐Asmarat. Source: Sayed (2020).
Media and Communication, 2021, Volume 9, Issue 4, Pages 345–359
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seen growing up” (young girl, 00:03:45−00:03:50 hr) and
“when we came here, we found playgrounds, schools,
beautiful things and good clean people” (young boy,
00:03:52–00:03:56 hr).
Some of the above‐mentioned messages in Man
Ahyaya and similar films have drawn the ire of relocated
residents as derogatory and disrespectful of their ori‐
gins and efforts to make a living. This includes designat‐
ing them as former “neighbors of the dead,” referring
to the practice of living in large graveyards or “cities of
the dead” in Cairo, and phrases such as “the nightmarish
life is there no more.” (narrator, 00:00:09 hr). The trans‐
formation from slum‐dweller to respectable citizen and
the accompanying behavioral and cultural changes are
important aspects of relocation. This is affirmed by the
head of the neighborhood management unit saying,
“After four years, I can tell you that we have transformed
the residents’ behavior by 70%” (H. Ghandour, interview,
August 4, 2019).
The image of ashwa’eyat as inhumane settlements,
and Al‐Asmarat as an ideal solution as effective repre‐
sentations of space are reinforced through these media
reports. The interviewed residents suggested that the
media stop humiliating the slum/ashwa’eyat dwellers
and stop the stigmatization, which would encourage
them to accept the relocation and improve their overall
satisfaction accordingly.
To a smaller extend, opponents to the project and
such interventionist policies dealing with slums are able
to voice concerns through social media and online
news websites. They address some of the criticisms
directed at the technical, social, and economic implica‐
tions. Denouncing negative reporting as “rumors,” the
media center of the Egyptian Cabinet has issued several
statements to provide the public with supposedly cor‐
rect information, as can be seen in Figure 3. They aim to
counter reports of forced relocation by listing the alter‐
natives given to residents (ExtraNews, 2020).

3.2. Contested Representation of Al‐Asmarat
on Facebook
Al‐Asmarat has a strong presence on Facebook, with
more than ten groups and pages dedicated to it (see
Table 1). There are around 45 groups that reflect sub‐
communities within Al‐Asmarat, such as groups for res‐
idents of certain blocks, groups based on the gender or
profession of its members. These groups and pages aim
to share daily news about the neighborhood and discuss
problems that residents face. Only Al‐safha Al‐rasmya
le Hay Al‐Asmarat (Al‐Asmarat Neighborhood official
page) is created and managed by the head of Al‐Asmarat
neighborhood, with more than 6,000 followers. It is
considered the official Facebook page for the project
via which all the activities taking place in Al‐Asmarat
are announced.
The others are unofficial pages run by residents to
discuss their daily news and internal problems. These
groups usually report both positive and negative feed‐
back allowing discussions and debates among the group
members with higher tolerance to bitter criticism, unlike
the official page. The Al‐Asmarat Elyoum (Al‐Asmarat
Today) group has the highest number of members
(around 25,000 members). It was accessed to collect
feedback by the residents on the provided services, gen‐
eral impressions, and complaints.
An exploratory review of the Facebook pages
reveals contradictory opinions about life in Al‐Asmarat.
Comments reflect the same pattern as that detected in
official media. One party praises the advantages of the
new life granted to the ex‐slum dwellers, advocating the
efforts to improve the living conditions of thousands of
people. The other party uses social media as a channel
to vent anger, discussing their bitter dissension and dis‐
closing their indignation towards the project, as can be
seen in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Still image from Man Ahyaha.
Media and Communication, 2021, Volume 9, Issue 4, Pages 345–359
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Figure 3. Official announcements to respond to rumors regarding Al‐Asmarat through online channels. Note: translation—
“The rumor: Forced eviction for ashwa’eyat residents without compensation. Facts: Ministry of Housing: Not true, as we
confirm that before developing any ashwa’eyat area, three alternatives are offered—financial compensation, alternative
housing, returning to the area after development—and the appropriate alternative is chosen for each family.” Source:
ExtraNews (2020).

Figure 4. An example of the discussions on Facebook about the policies in Al‐Asmarat. Note: Original in Arabic, translated
automatically via google chrome.
3.3. Perception of Al‐Asmarat Residents
During the fieldwork, the 25 interviewed residents
expressed their annoyance regarding the representa‐
tion delivered by media about slum dwellers and res‐
idents of Al‐Asmarat and countered it with images
of their lived, representational space. Blaming official
media campaigns for sending out the wrong messages
about their living conditions and ethical standards, they
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claim that misleading representation has resulted in
the vilification of Al‐Asmarat residents, with them being
depicted as perpetrators of violence and crime. This
representation negatively impacted the reputation of
the neighborhood. Of the interviewed residents, 72%
were clearly unsatisfied with media coverage and stated
that they did not like to reveal their current residence
to avoid being stigmatized by others if they knew
they lived in Al‐Asmarat. An interviewed resident said:
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“Media filmed us as uncivilized people living in shacks
who were mobilized into an isolated camp [Al‐Asmarat;
A/N] as an attempt to be rehabilitated so we can be
re‐integrated with society afterward” (Hassan, August 6,
2019). Another resident angrily said:
Do you want me to sum it up? Here we are dealt with
as criminals. They put us in a place like a jail. The only
difference is that they allow us to go out daily to get
our food then return again. (Ahmed, August 6, 2019)
In accordance with this information and responding to
the questions during the same study, 72% of the sur‐
veyed residents showed severe to moderate dissatisfac‐
tion with the reputation of the Al‐Asmarat residents.
In comparison, 20% were satisfied, claiming that they
currently were in a better position than their previous
life in slums (residents’ interviews, 2019). It is notewor‐
thy that Eng. Ihab El Hanafi from the ISDF mentioned that
there was a plan to have a fourth phase of Al‐Asmarat,
but the idea was declined due to the fear of tension or
anger among the residents of Al‐Asmarat heights com‐
pound (a high‐class compound next to Long Live Egypt
City). Placing what they called “a low‐class compound
or compound for the poor” next to them could nega‐
tively affect the image and reputation of the whole dis‐
trict lowering the real estate value of the apartments
(I. El‐Hanafi, interview, July 29, 2019). This partially con‐
tradicts the idealized representation of space prevalent
in the official image of Al‐Asmarat. It may also be seen
as an indicator for a hyperbolic appearance of Schulz’
concept of amalgamation: Egyptian resettlement poli‐
cies are streamlined for media representation to such an
extent that their material reality not only falls short of
the image but is increasingly not a constitutive part of
policymaking. The lived reality of Al‐Asmarat as an inhab‐
ited space shaped by the residents has not been success‐
fully mediatized to a wider audience and consequently
has not impacted public policy until now.

houses of the fishing village were owned by the GAFRD
(Adel et al., 2016). The houses around the canal used
to follow the property tax law, which is an indicator for
partial formalization. In 2017 however, when the evic‐
tion notice was issued and the inhabitants demonstrated
against it, the district’s general secretary declared that
the land was owned by the Ministry of Water Resources
and Irrigation and that the residents were negatively
impacting the canal (Mounir, 2017). In 1998, the first
decree to demolish the area of the fishing village was
issued (Daif, interview, July 12, 2020). This decree was
annulled in 2006 when the inhabitants demonstrated
against being relocated 14 km away from the Al‐Max dis‐
trict (Adel et al., 2016). Daif (interview, July 12, 2020)
explains that it was not a demonstration but rather an
art installation as a part of the community development
activities held by Gudran and joined by many commu‐
nity members. The fishing village in Al‐Max was cate‐
gorized as “grade two” in the 2009 national map of
unsafe areas by the ISDF, a representation of space des‐
ignating the area as “life‐threatening” (Maabady, 2015;
see also Khalifa, 2011, 2015). According to the strategic
plans of Alexandria for the year 2032, which started to
be enacted from 2010 onwards, the fishing village strip
falls under the category “land owned by the Egyptian
Armed Forces authority” (Nassar & El‐Sayed, 2016). After
the January 2011 uprising, a cooperation agreement was
signed between the ISDF and the Alexandria governorate
to develop the area by building housing projects in the
El‐Max district and relocating sub‐areas, including the
fishing village. The project got the first installment of
funds based on decree 73/2015 that adopted the draft of
the project (Adel et al., 2016). By the end of December
2018, the east bank got a one‐week evacuation notice
and was evacuated in March 2019. The west bank fol‐
lowed by October 2019 (Baiomy, interview, June 26,
2020; Mohamed & Amer, 2018).
4.1. The Fishermen’s Contested Narratives and Their
Media Representation

4. Al‐Max Relocation Project
The fishing village Qaryat Al‐Sayadin was an approxi‐
mately 500 m long strip of houses on the banks of
the Mahmoudiya Canal between Lake Mariout and the
Mediterranean Sea in Alexandria, Egypt. It is the oldest
part of the Al‐Max neighborhood (Hatem et al., 2019).
Maps from 1917 show the early formations of the fish‐
ing village at the western border of Alexandria (Hatem
et al., 2019). Most of the village inhabitants worked
in fishing‐related professions, inheriting their occupa‐
tion generation after generation, along with lands and
houses (Adel et al., 2016). The village had two to three
rows of houses on each bank of the canal (Adel et al.,
2016). Administratively, Al‐Max Bay followed the General
Authority for Fish Resources Development (GAFRD),
which is under the administration of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Land Reclamation. Consequently, the
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The area has drawn much attention because of its
unique environment and ambiance. In 2007, the Alsharq
Alawsat newspaper published an article about the fish‐
ing village and described it as the “Venice of the East.”
The term has been widely used ever since in many official
and non‐official newspapers and publications and thus
forms a representational space of considerable impact
(Adel et al., 2016). In 2008, the movie Bolteya El‐Ayma
(Swimming Bolteya) was released in cinemas in Egypt.
It portrayed the then hypothetical scenario of forcibly
evicting the inhabitants of the fishing village to establish
a touristic project and how it would affect those families
with an emotional and physical connection to the village.
Official media, mainly newspapers, reported on the
project in 2017 and 2018, highlighting the importance of
slum clearance and praising the efforts of the Alexandria
governorate to provide housing units and eliminate
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life‐threatening areas (e.g., Al Ahram, 2017). The plans
were complimented for having the safety of the inhabi‐
tants as a priority and upgrading the status of the inhab‐
itants, similar to the arguments brought forth in the offi‐
cial representations of the Al‐Asmarat project. The visits
of the governor and the ministers to the housing project
were also reported (Mohammed, 2019). A few private
newspapers also documented the progress of the project
in terms of buildings constructed and the relocation pro‐
cess (e.g., Al Adawy, 2019; Al Watan, 2019). Some men‐
tioned that the “prophecy” of the Bolteya El‐Ayma is
coming true (Samir & ElZoghby, 2017).
Non‐mainstream communication channels more
actively represented Al‐Max through workshops, reports,
factsheets, websites, social media, and art projects.
In January 2017, Tadamun (an online research initiative
managed by the private urban development company
Takween) arranged a set of workshops entitled Know
Your City | Alexandria, which investigated the history
and tried to assess the needs of areas studied, one of
which was Al‐Max. The workshop resulted in an online
publication that analyzed the proposed housing solution
and suggested initiating a discussion on the relocation of
the fishermen to minimize harm to their jobs. The publi‐
cation resulted in pressure to upgrade the services since
the whole area of Al‐Max lacks basic transportation,
health, and education services (Hatem et al., 2019).
4.2. Al‐Max: A Romanticized Counter‐Narrative?
In 2018, the photography project Revive Memories
started in the fishing village. It aimed to portray a con‐

nection between time, place, and people which the
artist saw as the memories, the physical traces that the
people can leave behind, and how they can be trans‐
lated into memories (Baiomy, interview, June 26, 2020).
Baiomy was able to document many of the changes to
the eastern bank of the canal since the beginning of the
demolition. A sequel to the project, a video installation,
connected the families to their past homes and gath‐
ered their memories and stories about them. Baiomy
declared that she was able to make out clear signs of
grief when residents saw their demolished houses in the
pictures. Some residents saw the houses, which were
later destroyed, pictured for the first time since they had
left and asked for copies (Baiomy, interview, June 26,
2020). A different perception of the area was spotted
on Facebook: One resident of an area neighboring the
fishing village commented on a post showing a picture of
the old fishing village saying, “It was an unplanned and
a dangerous area full of drug dealers, it’s a good thing it
was removed and that the people got relocated to better
housing units.” Someone replied that “it was false infor‐
mation and that the area hosted urban poor who lived
and earned their living in that area before being evicted.”
Another comment mentioned that “they work as fisher‐
men and depend on God, and even the best areas in the
world have good and the bad” (Figure 5).
The residents’ perception of media and their new
home is still influenced by the recent relocation, and
the interviews revealed their grief and a longing for the
life they had before. Many of the relocated residents
interviewed in October 2020 brought up scenes from
the Bolteya El‐Ayma movie repeatedly to explain how

Figure 5. A screenshot for a picture of Al‐Max and the comments section on a Facebook post that showed the fishing village
before the relocation.
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painful it was to see their houses being demolished (see
Figure 6). The representational space of the residents
is clearly supplemented by the image of Al‐Max as a
“Venice of the East,” exemplifying the process of media
slipping into the everyday, which Schulz calls amalgama‐
tion (see Section 1.3).
During site visits, residents revealed that they felt
neglected. They perceive that it was more important for
the government to take their land because of its prime
location than to care about their needs. In one interview,
a fisherman screamed out that he would rather die (stat‐
ing that he felt that was what the government wanted)
than to feel as lost and unimportant as he did at that
time. Echoing the reformatory approach to slum dwellers
in Al‐Asmarat, a fellow fisherman said that the govern‐
ment wanted to erase not only the slums but also its peo‐
ple because they do not fit the image the government
wishes to present in the media and to the rest of the
world (Fishermen, interview, October 22, 2020)
5. Comparison and Discussion
The two case studies are a clear depiction of the effects
that mediatization has on urban development projects
in Egypt. The “compound” of the Al‐Asmarat housing
project is presented through official media channels as
a model approach for dealing with ashwa’eyat. As such,
it also carries stigmatizing imageries of the plight of all
informal settlements as well as the ideal type of a model
home for reformed citizens, expressed as official repre‐
sentations of space. The media portrayal of the fully ser‐
viced relocation settlement reaffirms the official position
regarding the dysfunctionality of ashwa’eyat as a place
to live, work, and socialize. Past and the present are
presented as polar opposites to emphasize their politi‐
cal achievement. However, the findings show that the
stigma related to living in ashwa’eyat is sustained even
after relocation, hinting at the persistence of stereotypes
as well as at the failure of the mediatized narrative of the
citizens’ transformation to be converted on the ground.

On the other hand, Al‐Max is a story of effective counter‐
narratives through the successful placement of represen‐
tational or lived spaces as opposed to official represen‐
tations of space. While the destruction of the original
village could not be prevented, the image of the fisher‐
men as a community with close and necessary ties to
the land (and sea) has been established through alterna‐
tive media. It has become a core component of identity
that is employed against the governmental narrative of
progress through upgrading.
In both Al‐Asmarat and Al‐Max, media provides the
relocated urban poor with an unfulfilled promise that
improving the quality of their living environment would
consequently elevate them to the level of proper citi‐
zens. The rather static idealized imagery of Al‐Asmarat
and Al‐Max is supplemented and in part subverted by
public discussions on Facebook and other social media.
This study’s limited scope and duration do not allow us
to assess whether the discussions are fully representa‐
tive of either the conditions in the new settlements or
the diversity of opinions that different groups or individ‐
ual residents may hold, and it does not thematize existing
restrictions and risks of public expression. Nonetheless,
Facebook clearly functions as a platform for debate
where opinions are expressed, and perceptions shared.
There appears to be room for the confrontation of offi‐
cial narratives through arguments and counterarguments.
The efficacy of this debate in terms of influencing the
mediatized discourse as well as eliciting improvements to
lived reality on the ground calls for further study.
Despite the quantitative and qualitative difference
between the coordinated professional media avalanche
by the government and affiliated news agencies and
the haphazard resistance from below through Facebook,
small independent news outlets, or art projects, we
observed both sides utilizing aspects of mediatization.
The integration of media through the processes of
accommodation and amalgamation means that the
fulfillment of urban development goals is not only
announced but also realized as a political achievement

Figure 6. Still shots from Bolteya El‐Ayma. Notes: On the left, the main character is standing on the ruins of her demolished
house; on the right, it’s a depiction of daily life using the canals.
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through its mediatization. The crime‐infested informal
neighborhoods, the picturesque fishermen community
of Al‐Max, the reformed neighborhoods of Al‐Asmarat,
and the new Al‐Max settlement all have more bear‐
ing in their publicized and mediatized version than the
lived reality on the ground, creating a mediatized replica
of urban development. It remains open to discussion
whether politics in Egypt has arrived at the stage of “virtu‐
alization” of interaction that Hjarvard (2008, p. 129) pro‐
poses or whether it makes empirical sense to talk about
the “emancipation” of media from politics (Mazzoleni,
2014, p. 43; Strömbäck, 2008) in a state where the gov‐
ernment effectively exerts control over large parts of
mass media. Maybe the cautious warning against the
risk of overemphasizing the role of media as agents
of change as marked by Hepp et al. (2015) should be
heeded. However, as the study of Al‐Asmarat and Al‐Max
has shown, various forms of media play a crucial role,
not only as a platform for the top‐down display of
urban development projects by the government and as
a bottom‐up forum for responses from the public, but
as a strategic element for the creation of urban realities
through tactical narratives by all actors involved.
This article highlights the crucial role of mediatization
in configuring the socio‐political and urban transforma‐
tions in the societies of the post‐Arab spring and opens
a broader debate on modernization and state‐building
in the countries of the Middle East and North Africa
where the interplay of media, mediatization, and urban
development is tangled up with the politics of legitimacy.
Beyond the described ill‐effects of destroying homes and
perpetuating stigmatization, powerful mediatized real‐
ities shift part of the burden of creating, maintaining,
and modifying the object of political discussion to the
media itself. In such contexts, the structural aspects of
such institutionalized media co‐opted or even co‐created
by authoritarian regimes can obscure accountability and
the possibility of action. Bringing urban development
into discussions of mediatization allows us to ask ques‐
tions on the lived reality and material aspects as con‐
sequences of mediatized discourse. Further research on
the mechanisms and dynamics of their interaction and
possibilities of interruption is needed to understand and
modulate responsible pathways for action.
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